University Of West Florida
John C. Pace Library

ProQuest NewsStand
Objectives

- To locate ProQuest NewsStand from the library homepage.
- To locate materials on the future of a specific industry.
- To write a proper APA citation for materials found in the database.
From the library home page, we are going to learn how to log in to the ProQuest NewsStand database.
To locate the ProQuest NewsStand database you should click on the Find Online Databases link.
And now?

Next you should click on the letter “N”
(make sure that Find Database is the selection at the top of the page)
If you are off campus and cannot get past the search page in MetaLib, log in to ARGUS, click on the My Campus tab, and start again.
This is the advanced search screen for *ProQuest NewsStand*, which is the default screen. You can see that it is a product of ProQuest, which we have visited previously. As you might remember from an earlier tutorial, there are search tips from this and other pages.
We will begin our search with keyword industry search terms which we have found to be successful in our previous database searches and the keyword trends. I have changed the date range to the last 12 months because I want the most current information available. Also, I have changed the search parameter to “Citation and document text.” This should provide more articles.
We have 680 total results. ProQuest is providing us with some suggestions for other searches. If you are not having much luck finding information, you might want to try one of these options. However, I would like to do the NAICS code search along with the keyword “trends” instead of muddling through all of these articles. Let’s try it!
Again, we have quite a lot of documents in our results list. 539, to be exact. However, because we have used the keyword trends with our Boolean operator AND, these results should be more focused. I am going to scroll down and see if I can find an interesting document about future trends in the grocery store industry.
Although this article may be of regional interest only, I would like to take a look at the full text to see if broad trends are discussed. Let’s click on Full text.
By now, you know you can print or email the document. Also, remember the “More Like This” option to locate other articles similar to this one. Let’s try the citation.
Full Text Citation

- The following is the correct APA citation for a newspaper article:


- Notice the page number is indicated when supplied.
Important Thought!

- We have looked at three different ProQuest products this week. The search skills used in one database apply to all three to a great degree. Take some time to try different searches.
Thank You

Thank you for viewing this tutorial. I hope that it will help you locate trends for your industry. Make sure that you take the practice quiz to receive full participation points.
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